PILOTER - image quality and flexibility

Ingenious
tablet design

Piloter - Great image quality and extremely user-friendly
It’s the size of an ordinary tablet, more specifically a 13,3” tablet with a fast responsive touch screen that makes up the entire
ultrasound system - scanner, compressor, processor and screen united in one sleekly designed tablet ultrasound scanner.
Piloter is also extremely lightweight, only 2 kg. for you to either mount on a smart cart or simply place it as you would an ordinary
tablet - with Piloter you get maximum flexibility. To further stress the flexibility you can also freely decide to place the tablet
ultrasound scanner in either a vertical or a horizontal viewing position at your pleasure.

ULTRA HIGH FRAME-RATE
With Piloter ultrasound scanner you get a ultra-high framerate creating exceptionally clear and precise images with the
HOLO™ technology to make navigation and the diagnostic
process as quick and simple as possible.
Intelligent Needle Visualization Technology
Prepared for ultrasound guided nerve blocks – due to an
advanced image algorithm the needle will light up in the
ultrasound image WITHOUT decreasing the frame-rate or
altering the imaging of the surrounding tissue.
This technology is called wiNeedle, an Intelligent Needle
Visualization tool, which comes with the Piloter system.
TRANSDUCER QUICK-BUTTONS
Transducer quick-buttons for optimizing, freezing and saving
images directly from the transducer without having to return
to the main user interface of the ultrasound scanner
- truly genius!

Extreme flexibilty
The 13,3” high resolution touch screen not only provides top quality
imaging, it also boasts a tablet user interface that is extremely userfriendly. The workflow process resembles the one you already know
from using your smartphone or tablet.
That also means; no button-overload … – the simplicity of operating
this ultrasound scanner will surprise you, even if you are just getting
started on the ultrasound highway. The Piloter ultrasound system
has just 1 button for turning on and off or going to sleep-mode making
this system both easy to use and easy to clean.
Triple Transducer Connector
Doing various exams often? Simply plug in the Piloter Triple Transducer
Connector and you can quickly and easily shift between 3 transducer
types at a time - completely hassle-free
Mounting and display options
The Piloter tablet scanner can be mounted on an uncompromising cart
with large comfortable wheels making the transportation between
exam rooms easy as well as simplifying positioning the system during
consultation and scanning. The cart is also easily height adjusted and
has a built-in tray and dedicated transducer holders.
The 13,3” tablet ultrasound scanner can be used either horizontally or
vertically to best fit the examination type and user preferences - this
truly is flexibility and usability in its finest form.

wiLearn - Interactive Tutorials
In addition, the Piloter scanner can be provided with wiLearn, an on-board
comprehensive educational center that you can access while scanning
and which will safely guide you through various exams and protocols.

Wide range of transducers
The Piloter system comes with a wide range of transducers to fit every type of exam - also a small hockey stick transducer perfect
for scanning MSK smalll parts and examining superficial conditions.
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